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LABELS: The collaboration between our R&D department and our raw material partners’ labs enable 
us to offer each client the self-adhesive label that best meets their needs in terms of cost-effectiveness 
and quality.

LABELLING: Albeniz has developed a range of print & apply machines for tyres that meets the specific 
identification needs of each process.

• PRE-CURE:  Identification labelling of each tyre using vulcanisation-resistant barcodes.
• POST-CURE: Tyre labelling during the handling or truck-loading process. 

Our solutions

tyre labelling solutions

Our 100-year history, 50 of which are devoted to 
meeting the changing needs of tyre-labelling, make 
Albeniz your ideal partner when addressing your 
labelling projects.

A short history of 
Albeniz labelling solutions



Our evolution as labelling partner:

1910

1974

2014

We manufacture hanging dispatch labels for some 
local tyre manufacturers.

We begin manufacturing the first “pressure-sensitive 
labels”

Albeniz supplies a wide range of labels (logistic, 
commercial, vulcanisable, etc.) to over 20 countries.

1994

2004

2010

2012

2014

Installation of our first labelling systems in several 
sectors.

Installation of our first label applicator machines for 
tyres.

Building on our post-sales expertise, Albeniz decides 
to develop a range of machines only for tyre-labelling 
purposes.

Objective: Increasing the productivity and precision of 
labelling machines existing on the market.

We manufacture the A-sun T.
 
Flexible labelling machine, whose main achievement 
is enabling most problems to be solved in a few 
minutes without requiring the intervention of a 
technician. This is possible thanks to the telemainte-
nance tool and the main-block quick-replacement 
module.
 

Albeniz enlarges its product range with the AST2.0.
 
Very high-yield labelling machine whose main achieve-
ments are being able to apply labels with different formats 
simultaneously and its NON-STOP functionality – 
consumables (labels and ribbon) are replaced without 
stopping the labelling process.
 

Our evolution as labelling 
system partner:

History

For half of its 100-year history, Albeniz has collaborated 
with tyre manufacturers – first as label manufacturer and 
then as label and labelling system provider.
In recent years our efforts have focused in increasing our 
technical capacity, with the objective of developing 
solutions that offer the best response to specific tyre-labe-
lling needs and thereby increase quality ratios and reduce 
the overall costs of labelling processes.
As a result of our expertise, today ALBENIZ has solutions 
to most common problems found in labelling (peeling of 
labels from winter tyres, oxidisation, adhesive sweat, 
quality and resistance of variable printing, adhesive 
remains on tyre, etc.).
Additionally, we have developed a range of printing and 
application systems that meet the labelling requirements of 
different manufacturing and storage processes. 



We identify four types of labels. Each 
type responds to specific identification 
needs from the moment the tyre 
begins to be manufactured until the 
end of its useful life.

Tyre labels



The sustainability of our planet is an increasing concern at 
global level. In the case of tyre manufacturers, this concern is 
reflected in regulations that have begun to be developed in 
several countries to reduce CO2 emissions. 

These regulations have ended up defining a label that enables 
to convey to the end consumer the values of the parameters 
having a wider impact on energy consumption.

Compliance with these regulations is mandatory in some 
areas, like Europe and South Korea. In other countries, such 
as the U.S. Brazil and Japan, they are currently being 
developed.

Why not turn a requirement into an opportunity 
to improve your process?

ALBENIZ offers labels that:

Meet different existing legislations.

Are certified for automated application.

Guarantee a long-lasting adherence to surfaces with 
mould-releasing impurities and to uneven surfaces such as 
in winter tyres.

When combined with the proper ribbon, guarantee the 
quality and durability of the information under extreme 
storage and transportation conditions, preventing problems 
such as oxidisation or the blurring of variable information.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Eco tyre labels

Great resistance under extreme conditions.

The vulcanized label identifies each tyre by a barcode that is 
applied to the tyre bead before the vulcanization process. The 
material must withstand extreme conditions.

Following the vulcanization process, the label is integrated in 
the tyre and will identify it during its entire life.

The barcode must be printed with a resin ribbon specific to 
this application. This guarantees that the code is readable and 
long-lasting.

ALBENIZ has different self-adhesive materials certified 
for the identification of pre-cured labels:

Each manufacturer’s vulcanization process has its own 
particularities. Albeniz offers the solution that best suits each 
process.

The thickness of the labels and a suitable top coating 
prevent the label from contracting during vulcanization, 
enabling the label to become integral to the tyre and 
guaranteeing it remains readable during its entire useful life.

Albeniz has the printers and printing systems enabling these 
labels to be properly codified and applied in line.

Vulcanized tyre labels
7 458622 068934

215//45//17
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore 
et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum 
dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui 

officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum

7 458622 068934

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt 
ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco 
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in 
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat 
cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,      ///0844///65///65499823///886

7 458622 068934

Precise label positioning and a robust design make the precured tyre 
labelling applicator the best choice for worst environmental conditions.



The best solution for global logistic chains

RFID Inlay for Tyre Labelling offers numerous benefits: it 
reduces administrative errors, labour costs and theft. Indutries 
using RFID are able to track work-in-process and achieve 
just-in-time manufacturing. RFID improves the accuracy in 
shipping goods by sea, land or air by maintaining overall 
inventory levels.

RFID in supply chain management has the capacity to 
significantly improve global logistic chains and increase overall 
efficiency by automating identification processes.

In addition to improving supply chain management, RFID 
provides an alternative way to identify a tyre during its entire 
life.

However, RFID has still some limitations and is not a solution 
for all types of requirements. Several key parameters must be 
taken into consideration before adopting a particular solution.

 

Albeniz provides advice on RFID:

Working hand in hand with RFID leading companies such as 
Smatrac ®, we offer tailored antenna developments for each 
application.

We collaborate with our customer in pilot projects, providing 
assorted quality inlay samples with different substrates and 
adhesives.

Optionally, our printers and printing systems can include 
RFID-label read and write modules.

•

•

•

RFID Tyre tags

•

•

•

Guarantee the proper identification for your dispatches

Logistic tyre labels are increasingly used to track tyres 
throughout the supply chain. The recording and monitoring of 
movements of goods is an essential part of supply chain 
management.

We understand the need for crucial parameters and flawless 
performance in logistics control and operation, and we can 
provide logistic tyre labels that meet all your warehouse and 
transportation labelling needs.

 

Albeniz manufactures most cost effective logistic tyre 
labels:

Each need must be met with the most appropriate solution. 
At ALBENIZ we are most interested in the specific needs of 
the application of the logistic label and its useful life, and on 
these grounds we offer the most appropriate solution at 
minimum cost.

A specific raw material (PP, PET,…) is selected to ensure 
that the labels on the tyres resist damage and abrasion 
during transportation and storage.

To ensure that the printed information withstands extreme 
conditions, a special thermal-transfer foil is available for 
subsequent printing of varying label content. The printing on 
the label is wear and weather resistant and label contents 
will not fade away.

Logistic tyre labels



Logistic tyre labels

Building on our years of expertise, we 
have developed a range of labelling 

machines only for tyres 

Tyre label applicators



Vulcanized tyre labels

The work conducted in recent years in collaboration with tyre manu-
facturers and raw material partners has enabled us to develop a range 
of extremely reliable tyre-labelling machines that meet the most de-
manding requirements. These machines rationalize the labelling pro-
cess, considerably increasing quality and control standards whilst 
reducing the overall cost of the process.

New
it never stops

Flexible tyre-labelling machine for handling or 
truck-loading processes

NON-STOP high-yield multi-format tyre-labelling 
machine



We at Albeniz take the needs of our clients and 
make them our needs. All our efforts are focu-
sed on collaborating with our clients to play to 

our strenghts.

Our services



Building on the machines in our product catalogue, we design 
and manufacture each machine considering the specific needs 
of each plant.

Development of tailored 
automatic solutions

Turnkey installations.

Preventive and corrective maintenance.

Call centre.

Historical record of all technical interventions.

•

•

•

•

Technical assistance

Our IT department develops middlewares enabling the 
labelling system to interact with the client’s ERP.

This responsive tool enables the client to easily design their 
labels and to automate the process without the need to 
introduce major changes in their management system (SAP, 
Navision, etc.)

We offer our customers turnkey installations as well as 
maintenance agreements.

Software -Middleware-



Standard FINAT test and eventually tailored tests.

We offer advice and support on the requirements of different 
tyre labelling regulations currently in force or being developed 
around the world.

Test & regulations

By bringing together the client, Albeniz’s Product Development 
staff and the technical departments of self-adhesive material 
manufacturers into joint work groups, we become aware of 
the actual reality of each manufacturer and we are able to 
provide a tailored response that best suits their needs.

Working hand in hand with major material manufacturers 
enables us to test different materials and check their perfor-
mance, from the stamping at the plant until their automated 
application and subsequent storage. At Albeniz we can carry 
out the entire process and assess each material. Once the 
process is complete we share the findings with our client. 

Label product delevopments

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Telemaintenance agreements based on:

Immediate response.

Remote control of all the key parameters.

On-line vision of the labelling process.

Compliance check of the preventive maintenance plan.

Spare parts management (optional).

Express replacement and repair of back-up modules.

Agreements adapted to the requirements of each client.

Telemaintenance 



tyre labelling solutions

TECHNICAL CENTER
Pol. Ind. Landaben,c/E
31012 Pamplona - SPAIN

HEADQUARTERS
Pol. Ind. Comarca II, c/ A, nº 31
31191 Barbatain - SPAIN

Tel: +34 948 18 72 82
www.albeniztyrelabelling.com


